ECF/ ECT Bulletin
Module 2: Engaging Pupils in Learning
Week: 2: Prior Knowledge, Memory and Misconceptions
Key events/meetings this week:
This week, ECTs have self study material to engage with prior to their mentor meeting
Mentor meetings should take place as normal
There are no UCL meetings this week

ECT Self Study Actions (to be completed prior to your mentor meeting):
Read through the self study materials. Using ideas from this, plan how you will incorporate strategies into
your lessons this week. You could choose to focus on a series of lessons or just one specifically. Think about
iterative and consolidating learning and how this fits in with this week’s self study materials.
Use this as an opportunity to plan for lessons this week or augment your existing plans. Do not plan
hypothetical tasks. Make them useable this week.
If you have not yet completed your audit for module 2 please do this asap and then discuss the outcomes
with your mentor as part of this week’s meeting.
Mentor Meeting Key Actions:
Your ECT should have planned a lesson(s) incorporating working memory/long-term memory exchange.
Work together to discus this plan and reflect on their ideas.
Focusing specifically on an instance of misconception that your mentee has encountered, jointly work through
their ideas and how these might be refined in order to minimise the occurrence of this. A wider discussion
about common misconceptions in certain subject disciplines would be useful here.

Additional Information:
The ‘End of Module 1 Assessment’ form should now have been completed by both ECTs and mentors
(November 5th deadline). A record will be saved with UCL but you may wish to print your responses off as
evidence for your Induction Tutor to sign off in December alongside Module 2.
ECTs and Mentors, remember to download the Module 2 Progress and Learning log (found in your
respective gateways) and begin to complete this each week.
For those ECTs who couldn’t attend their Facilitator meeting week commencing 1.11, the recorded session
should be available on UCLeXtend at the start of week 9 (week commencing 8.11). It is important that ECTs
who did not attend a session last week watch the recording as UCL track this as evidence of engagement in
the programme.
The Programme Announcements section is up and running again on the UCL platform with the usual
valuable links to relevant blogs.

